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Black women are less likely to use cosmetics in comparison
to the general market, but her usage varies across beauty

products due to her skill set, her knowledge of expected
benefits, and most importantly, her ability to find products

in the right shades to create her desired look. Her beauty
product choices are influenced by a variety of sources, but

all must authentically reflect her image and specific needs.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Black women spent $1.7B on beauty care products in 2017
• Black women fall into four distinct beauty consumer segments
• Lip makeup is her staple, but foundation and eye usage based on look and color match
• Beauty purchases are included in her household shopping trips
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Figure 24: MENTED COSMETICS – OUR STORY, OUR PROMISE, JANUARY 2017

Mainstream brands extend product innovation and marketing outreach to women of color

K-beauty does not resonate among Black women

Mainstream brand missteps in messaging toward Black women

Black-owned makeup brands gain traction

Product innovation for at-home use

Lip makeup and nail products most used in the category at home

Convenience drives most shopping occasions, but engaged consumers need expert engagement in store

Enhancing natural looks drive beauty product usage

Black women trust messaging and people that understand her beauty goals

Natural beauty trends are of great interest

Four identified beauty segments among Black women
Figure 25: Black beauty segments, December 2017

Validated Beauty women stay trendy as her beauty needs change
Figure 26: Profile of Validated Beauty segment, December 2017

Beauty Obsessed women are trendsetters whose expertise matches professionals
Figure 27: Profile of Beauty Obsessed segment, December 2017

Confident Beauty women represent traditional beauty attitudes
Figure 28: Profile of Confident Beauty segment, December 2017

Old-School Beauty women maintain a minimalist beauty regimen
Figure 29: Profile of Old-School Beauty segment, December 2017

Color products drive Black women’s cosmetics use
Figure 30: Beauty tasks, by Black vs. all, December 2017

Lip products are the go-to makeup for more than half of Black women
Figure 31: Beauty tasks by frequency, any makeup, December 2017

Skin treatments and device use is integrated in Black women’s beauty routine
Figure 32: Beauty tasks by frequency, any skin treatment, December 2017

Natural nail wearers apply polish at home, those with nail enhancements regularly go to the salon
Figure 33: Beauty tasks by frequency, any nails, December 2017

Black women rely on their personal skills to shape brows and apply eyelashes at home
Figure 34: Share of eyelash and eyebrow product introductions, 2012-17

Figure 35: Beauty tasks by frequency, any eye enhancements, December 2017
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Black women purchase beauty products during their personal and haircare shopping trips
Figure 36: Beauty product shopping locations, Black vs. all, December 2017

Face and eye makeup purchased at locations that stock products formulated for Black women
Figure 37: Beauty product shopping locations, by beauty tasks, December 2017

Black women in upper-income households buy beauty products across all retailers
Figure 38: Select beauty product shopping locations, by household income, December 2017

Beauty Obsessed and Confident Beauty women shop at a variety of retailers
Figure 39: Beauty segments, by shopping locations, December 2017

The natural beauty trend is dominant among Black women
Figure 40: Reasons for using beauty products, December 2017

Figure 41: Reasons for using beauty products, by beauty segments, December 2017

Young women have fun with makeup, older women wear makeup to perfect their natural selves
Figure 42: Reasons for using beauty products, by generational group, December 2017

Black women trust messaging and advocates that mirror themselves
Figure 43: Beauty product trial influencers, December 2017

Young Black women are influenced by people they are emotionally connected to
Figure 44: Beauty product trial influencers, by generational groups, December 2017

Validated Beauty women most influenced by traditional messaging
Figure 45: Beauty product trial influencers, by beauty segments, December 2017

Natural beauty looks require natural beauty products
Figure 46: Beauty trends of interest, December 2017

Black women who prefer natural beauty products least likely to wear full makeup
Figure 47: Beauty trends of interest, by beauty tasks, December 2017

Women with more disposable income more likely to experiment with beauty trends
Figure 48: Select beauty trends of interest, by income, December 2017

Beauty Obsessed and Confident Beauty women follow tech-focused trends
Figure 49: Beauty trends of interest, by beauty segments, December 2017

Natural beauty products have greater value vs expensive or high-end products
Figure 50: Beauty Attitudes and Behaviors – any agree, Black vs. all, December 2017

… but there is some ambivalence on the effectiveness of mainstream products
Figure 51: Beauty Attitudes and Behaviors, December 2017

Natural ingredients are preferred, but unacquainted segments need more proof of efficacy
Figure 52: Attitudes toward natural products and brands, by beauty segments, December 2017
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Expensive beauty products do not translate to value, especially to natural product users
Figure 53: Attitudes toward expensive and high-end beauty products, by beauty segments, December 2017
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